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PLAGUES IN HISTORY
John Myers

Topic
How have plagues changed history and for whom?

Grade Level
7/8, 9/10, 11/12 (depends on whether this is a backgrounder for the Spanish Flu in a Canadian History course
or part of a World History course)

Themes


Environmental influences on human history



First Nations, Inuit, and Metis

Subject Area
Social Studies/History/Geography/ Science/ Math

Lesson Overview
Students research diseases, epidemics and pandemics (epidemics that occur over a large geographic area)
and connect these to types of diseases, causes, and impact. It concludes with a prediction of how First
Nations and Inuit might be affected by contact with Europeans and their diseases and hypothesizes reasons
for such effects which can lead to a specific lesson in aboriginal history.

Time Required
70 minutes

Metacognitive Thinking Concept(s)


Establishing historical significance



Identify continuity and change



Analyze cause and consequence



Take historical perspectives

Learning Outcomes
Student will to able to:


Identify contagious diseases and link these to epidemics and pandemics in history
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Determine possible causes and significance of epidemics and pandemics in human history



Make comparisons among the epidemics as to causes and significances



Recognize how their initial thinking is affected by their learning

Background Information
Any background knowledge of diseases students have may be limited to personal or family experience
with a disease such as cold or flu and the use of a vaccine. Some may have heard of The Black Death or of
Banting and Best and the discovery of insulin, but that is likely the limit of their knowledge of disease in
history.

The Lesson Activity
Activating
Begin with a “Four Corners” exercise as a pretest to determine student views of the significance of diseases
in history (Appendix 1). Then have students look at a current media story about the flu or other outbreak
of disease in the news, followed by a discussion of the significance of disease in history. A mini-lecture on
significant diseases throughout history such as Smallpox, Tuberculosis, Syphilis, Influenza, Bubonic plague,
Cholera, Malaria, and Typhus might be in order so that students have a suitable vocabulary.
Set up the inquiry by asking students if diseases, plagues, epidemics, and pandemics get enough coverage
in history courses or textbooks. This article from the Science Museum in the UK can be discussed by
students and integrated into the lecture with questions such as the following:


What might be a connection between the growing of plants, the domestication of animals and the
rise of diseases?



What turns a disease into an epidemic?



What did early people think caused diseases?



What were some “turning points” in the spread and treatment of diseases in history?

Acquiring
After the discussion show this YouTube video that presents a view of the 10 worst epidemics in history. It’s
from the History Channel and is less than 15 minutes.
Assign each student a partner, then have the pairs complete the chart on the following page with as much
detail as they are able to. Also, have students make note of any unique events in any of the epidemics. Pairs
then compare results before a class discussion.
Note to Teacher: there are ads preceding the video.
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Epidemics in History
Name given
to epidemic

Historical
Dates

Where it
occurred

Original
Disease

Cause(s)

Who got sick

Impact

Big Idea Discussion
Applying and Consolidating 20-25 minutes
In the class discussion students can note unique features of any of the epidemics in the video. They
conclude by doing a second “Four Corners” exercise as a post-test to compare student views of the
significance of diseases in history after this lesson.

Materials/Resources
http://broughttolife.sciencemuseum.org.uk/broughttolife/themes/diseases
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tefAgSl-SWs

Additional References for Teachers
Plague: A Very Short Introduction By Paul Slack from Oxford University Press Canada (2012) is an easy read
for social studies teachers.
Other useful backgrounders include chapter 2 of Gina Kolata’s Flu: The Story Of The Great Influenza
Pandemic of 1918 and the Search for the Virus that Caused It New York, Farrar, Straus and Giroux (1999)
and Jared Diamond’s Guns, Germs, and Steel: The Fates of Human Societies also published in 1099 in New
York by W.W. Norton, especially chapter 11.
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Extension Activities
Math- Ask students to consider the following questions:


What do the numbers of infected and dead from the Youtube video tell you about the seriousness of
the epidemic?



Based on the numbers would you change the ranking in the video?

Science- Ask students to consider the following questions:


Have we made epidemics extinct? Why or why not?



Is it possible to cure all diseases? Why or why not?



What can we do to minimize the impact of diseases in the future? Students can conduct research
into current developments on the last question.

History- Ask students to consider the following questions:


How many of these epidemics are in your textbooks? Students can do research on this question



How would you characterize the coverage and importance textbooks give to diseases in history?
Why do textbooks examine major diseases in the ways they do, or do not?



Might there be significant epidemics and plagues not in the youtube video? This could be a
homework or independent study task. For example, in a unit on ancient Greece a plague in Athens
at the beginning of the Peloponnesian War may have led to the eventual defeat of Athens.



Why did European diseases devastate the Aztec population? Predict what might have happened in
Canada as a result of early European contact with our indigenous populations?



If European settlers took over the Americas, was it because of superior technology or because of
the diseases they brought? Justify your answer.

Assessment
Do a Corners exercise as a post-test to compare student views after this lesson. This is an example of
Visible Thinking in which teachers and students see the effects of a lesson on their thinking.

Appendix
FOUR CORNERS
This structure is designed to allow participants to get to know themselves and each other better. It can be
used as a content-related class builder or used after a lesson as a review. The steps are:
1. The facilitator announces the corners. Participants think about their choices.
2. They write down their choices on a piece of paper.
3. They go to the corner of their choice.
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4. They talk with others in the corner about why they chose it.
5. A spokesperson from the corner shares with the whole group why they chose it.
6. After hearing all of the reasons, participants can then change corners.
7. Participants return to their tables and review their reasons.
Each corner can represent levels of agreement about a single statement or competing statements.
Example 1

“The role of diseases in history is not well covered in our courses.”

Corner 1= strongly agree
Corner 2= agree
Corner 3= disagree
Corner 4= strongly disagree
Example 2

“Diseases in human history”

Corner 1 = “are hardly worth noting since they did not shape events”
Corner 2 = “are important in only a few cases like the Black Death”
Corner 3 = “have played an important role in the past but are not significant today”
Corner 4 = “have been important in our past and will be important in the future”
These examples can be used at the beginning of a study and again at the end to see if people change
their minds.
People can also stand in the middle of the room to represent “none of the above”, but must still
articulate the reasons for their selection.
Benefits
 Teaches students to appreciate other points of view


Taps into intra-personal and interpersonal intelligence



Provides a safe forum for individual expression



Gets students to practice articulating their ideas and opinions
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